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THE GRIH MAMTRALAYA EMPLOYEES 
CO-OPERATIVE GROUP HOUSING SOCIETY LID 

2nd And Last Reminder 

Kamak Apartoontrs, Plot No 2B, 5octor VI Dwarka Phane Now Dehs 1 100/, 
25087230 A2743640 

NOTICE 

Please refer to attached circular from Government of NCT of Delhi regarding action to be taken on 
end-of-life/over aged vehicles plying on roads or parked. 

All abandoned old vehicles, mostly found rusting or unused in society premises, will now be 
impounded, with the Delhi government notifying a first-of-its-kind "end of life" guidelines for them. 

tralay Emp, 

Dated: 22 August 2023 

The "Guidelines for Scrapping of Motor Vehicles in Delhi, 2018", issued by the Delhi Transport 
Department, covers petrol vehicles older than 15 years and diesel vehicles older than 10 years, that 

are barred from plying on roads under court orders. 

Sector-6, Dwarka N. Delhi 

The Managing Committee has been reminding all the members regularly to dispose of such vehicles 
which are lying unused. While the Managing Committee has been lenient with their regular 
notifications and reminders, the transport department's enforcement wing has decided to impound 
and scrap all such vehicles. 

So this is your last time to dispose of the vehicles at a better price than what you would get for 
scrapping them. Also, if the vehicles have already attained their end of life time, than there is no 

choice but to get your vehicle scrapped rather than impounded. The department is also digitally 
tracking such vehicles that are nearing their end of life. 

At the society premises, there are many vehicles lying unattended in the parking area for a long time. 
The Managing Committee will hand over these vehicles to enforcement department if not removed 
by 31 August 2023. 

Secr�tary Mariamma K. Chauhan 
Secretary The Grih Mantralaya Employees Co-operative Group Housing Society Ltd 

Plot No. 28, Sector-6 Dwarka, 
New Delhi- 11n 
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